
$10 Million Cash Blitz Challenge Event Procedures 

DESCRIPTION 

The $10 Million Cash Blitz Challenge Event (Challenge Event) is a promotional event that shall be 

produced by IGT Global Solutions Corporation (IGT or Company) to promote the CASH BLITZ family of 

scratch ticket games issued by the Texas Lottery (Lottery or TLC). The scratch ticket games involved in 

the CASH BLITZ Promotion (Promotion) are:  20X CASH BLITZ, 30X CASH BLITZ, 50X CASH BLITZ, 100X 

CASH BLITZ and 200X CASH BLITZ, which launch on January 2, 2023. The TLC will conduct a total of five 

(5) promotional second-chance drawings and provide the names of five thousand nine hundred three 

(5,903) $100 Cash Prize + Entry winners to IGT after each drawing. IGT will conduct five (5) VIP Prize and 

Challenge Prize Drawings to award ten (10) VIP Prize winners and ten (10) $10 Million Cash Blitz 

Challenge Prize winners per drawing, for a total of fifty (50) VIP Prize winners and fifty (50) $10 Million 

Cash Blitz Challenge Prize winners. The VIP Prize winners shall each select from one (1) of eight (8) VIP 

Prizes, as described in the CASH BLITZ Promotion Detailed Requirements (Requirements). The $10 

Million Cash Blitz Challenge Prize winners (the Winner or Winners) shall each receive a trip for the 

Winner and one (1) guest to Austin, Texas (Challenge Prize Trip) to participate in the Challenge Event 

that is currently scheduled to occur in or around May of 2025. This document shall detail the Challenge 

Event procedures. 

CHALLENGE PRIZE TRIP 

 

The Challenge Event shall occur in Austin, Texas. During the Challenge Event, each of the fifty (50) 

Winners shall have the opportunity to win cash prizes.  

Per the Requirements, each Winner shall receive a four-day (4), three-night (3) trip for the Winner and 

one (1) guest to Austin, Texas. Each Challenge Prize Trip includes: 

• Round-trip coach airfare for up to two (2) people from any U.S. international airport, within the 

48 contiguous U.S. states (excluding Alaska and Hawaii), to Austin-Bergstrom International 

Airport in Austin (inclusive of all associated security fees, taxes, and surcharges); 

• If airfare is not required, a travel allowance of six hundred dollars ($600) per person, for a total 

of one thousand two hundred dollars ($1,200) per couple, to be provided approximately two (2) 

weeks prior to the scheduled trip departure date; 

• Ground transfers, if needed, between Austin-Bergstrom International Airport and the 

destination hotel, and between IGT-hosted event; 

• Accommodations of one (1) 3-star or better hotel room for three (3) nights (double occupancy, 

room and room tax only); 

• Two thousand dollars ($2,000) spending money, for the Winner, to be provided approximately 

two (2) weeks prior to the scheduled trip departure date;  

• Four hundred dollars ($400) in dining credits to hotel and/or area restaurants; 

• Admission into the iHeartCountry Festival; and 

• Admission to the Challenge Event theater/venue for the Winner and their guest, where each 

Winner shall have one (1) chance to participate in the Challenge Event to win a Challenge Cash 

Prize ranging from three thousand dollars ($3,000) to ten million dollars ($10,000,000). 

 



CHALLENGE EVENT 

 

At the Challenge Event, the Winners will participate in a live prize reveal that will go through 

several rounds of cash prize reveals with activities to be coordinated and produced by IGT as 

follows: 

 

1. Round 1: All Winners will each select one (1) of fifty (50) containers, the contents of which will 

either award a cash prize ranging from three thousand dollars ($3,000) to thirty thousand 

dollars ($30,000) (43 of 50 containers) or indicate that the Winner will advance to Round 2 (7 of 

50 containers). Seven (7) Winners will advance to Round 2. The forty-three (43) Winners 

receiving a container with a cash prize do not advance and their participation in the Challenge 

Event is completed. 

 

2. Round 2: The seven (7) Winners participating in Round 2 will each select one (1) of seven (7) 

containers, the contents of which will either award a cash prize ranging from forty thousand 

dollars ($40,000) to seventy thousand dollars ($70,000) (4 of 7 containers) or indicate that the 

Winner will advance to Round 3 (3 of 7 containers). Three (3) Winners will advance to Round 3. 

The four (4) Winners receiving a container with a cash prize do not advance and their 

participation in the Challenge Event is completed. 

 

3. Round 3: The three (3) Winners participating in Round 3 will each spin a wheel three (3) times. 

The wheel will contain sixteen (16) wedges. The wheel wedges will be labeled with dollar 

amounts of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000), fifty thousand dollars ($50,000), or seventy-

five thousand dollars ($75,000). Each wheel spin must complete at least one full revolution to be 

considered a complete and eligible spin. The Winner with the highest cumulative dollar amount 

after those three spins is the Finalist (“Finalist”) and will proceed to Round 4, the final round. 

The other two (2) Winners participating in Round 3 will win as a prize the cumulative dollar 

amount of all 3 spins.  

 

If two (2) or all three (3) of the Round 3 participants end up with a cumulative dollar amount 

that is the same and is the highest cumulative dollar amount in Round 3, each such Winner shall 

participate in a tie-breaker round.  For the tie-breaker, each Winner in the tie-breaker round will 

spin the wheel one (1) or more time until the tie is broken with the Winner with the highest 

dollar amount deemed the Finalist.  The one (1) Winner with the highest cumulative dollar 

amount, or who is the Winner of the tie-breaker round(s), will be deemed the Finalist. None of 

the dollar amounts landed on during the tie-breaker round(s) will be awarded as a cash prize, 

just the three (3) dollar amounts in the initial group of three (3) spins for Round 3. 

 

4. Round 4: The Finalist will enter Round 4 with the amount they won in Round 3 as their bankroll. 

The Finalist will select three (3) of fifty (50) containers to reveal either additional cash prizes (43 

of 50 containers), a 2X multiplier (2 of 50 containers), a 3X multiplier (2 of 50 containers), iHeart 

CASH cards (3 of 50 containers), or a combination. If the Finalist reveals one (1) or two (2) iHeart 

CASH cards, each card will be valued at TEN thousand dollars ($10,000) and that amount will be 

added to their Round 4 total. The Finalist will win the cumulative amount of all three (3) prizes in 



Round 4. If the Finalist reveals the 2X or 3X multiplier, their Round 4 cash winnings from the 

other two (2) selected containers will be doubled or tripled. In the event that a Finalist reveals 

more than one multiplier, the Finalist shall select up to two (2) additional containers. The higher 

multiplier originally selected shall be applied to the cumulative dollar amount revealed in these 

up to two (2) additionally-revealed containers.  Should the Finalist reveal all three (3) iHeart 

CASH prizes in Round 4, they will win the maximum Challenge Event prize of ten million dollars 

($10,000,000) in total.  

 

Scenarios Possible Outcomes Finalist Wins 

Scenario 1 Reveals 3 prize amounts Finalist wins the cumulative prize amounts  

Scenario 2 Reveals 3 iHeart Cash 
containers* 

Finalist wins $10M Challenge prize 

Scenario 3 Reveals 2 prize amounts + 
multiplier (2X or 3X) 

Finalist wins the cumulative prize amounts multiplied by 
multiplier selected 

Scenario 4 Reveals 1 prize amount, 2X 
and 3X 

Finalist picks another container and wins cumulative 
amount multiplied by 3X 

Scenario 5 Reveals 1 prize amount, 2X 
and 2X 

Finalist picks another container and wins cumulative 
amount multiplied by 2X or the highest multiplier 
selected** 

Scenario 6 Reveals 1 prize amount, 3X 
and 3X 

Finalist picks another container and wins cumulative 
amount multiplied by 3X 

Scenario 7 Reveals any combination of 
all 2X and 3X 

Finalist picks additional containers until 2 prize amounts are 
selected and wins the cumulative amount multiplied by 3X 

*Each iHeart Cash container selected will have the equivalent cash value of $10,000/each unless all 3 
containers are selected and the Finalist wins the $10M prize 

**Finalist that selects more than one multiplier container will continue to select additional containers until 
they receive any combinations of two cash amounts or iHeart Cash containers 

 

OTHER EVENT ELEMENTS 

 

• IGT shall pay all Challenge Event Cash Prizes awarded during the Event, as described in 

the Requirements. The TLC shall have no liability related to any Challenge Event Cash 

Prizes. 

• IGT shall provide all Challenge Prize Trip fulfillment, including scheduling and 

coordination of all travel, hotel accommodations, and ground transfers. 

• IGT shall provide for the Challenge Event, including venue rental, production staff fees, 

and all necessary elements such as talent fees for the emcees, hosts, and announcer, 

and set-up and tear down of the Challenge Event. The designation of the venue and any 

changes thereto shall require the TLC’s prior written approval. IGT shall be responsible 

for obtaining all necessary elements to be used at the Challenge Event, including 

backups if necessary.   

• All materials used in the Challenge Event shall be tamper-proof or tamper-evident, as 

necessary, and will be manufactured and used in such a way to promote a fair 

competition between participating Winners. 



• IGT shall provide a third-party independent auditor to witness and certify the results of 

the Challenge Event. The auditor must be a CPA. 

• Any change to the date or location of the Challenge Event requires the TLC’s prior 

written approval. Should the date of the Challenge Event change, the Company shall 

work with the Winners and the TLC and use its best efforts to reschedule the fulfillment 

of the Challenge Event Prizes in accordance with the new Challenge Event schedule. 

• The Challenge Event is not scheduled for television broadcast or any form of exhibition.   

• IGT shall produce and provide video of the Challenge Event to the TLC for use on social 

media.  

 

CHALLENGE PRIZE WINNER ELEMENTS 

1. The Winner (or a proxy assigned by the Winner) must be eighteen (18) years of age or 

older to be eligible to attend or participate in the Challenge Event. The Winner shall 

receive any Challenge Cash Prizes won by the proxy in the Challenge Event (less 

applicable tax withholdings). 

2. If a Challenge Prize Trip is not claimed by a Winner, the TLC shall assign the Challenge 

Prize to an alternate Winner within a specified time period and IGT shall fulfill that 

Challenge prize under the same terms and conditions specified in the Requirements. 

3. The Challenge Prize does not include meals, parking fees, baggage fees, alcoholic 

beverages, personal expenses such as telephone calls, valet service, laundry, incidentals 

or the like, revision or cancellation fees which may be charged by the hotel or other 

suppliers, or any other items not expressly specified herein. Personal expenses are the 

responsibility of the Winner and Winner’s guest. The Winner or Winner’s guest must 

have a valid credit card or shall be required to post a cash deposit for incidentals in 

order to check into the destination hotel. 

4. A Winner may not choose to receive the cash equivalent of the trip portion of the prize.  

5. In the event that IGT determines a Winner is unable to attend the Challenge Prize Trip 

after the trip has been booked, the balance of the Challenge Prize shall be forfeited with 

the exception of the two thousand dollars ($2,000) spending money. IGT will appoint a 

proxy to participate in the Challenge Event for the Winner. The Winner shall receive any 

Challenge Event Cash Prizes won by the proxy (less applicable tax withholdings).  

Notwithstanding the fact a Winner may forfeit a portion of the Challenge Prize, at the 

time a Winner claims their Challenge Prize Trip, such Winner shall be deemed to have 

taken ownership of the entire Challenge Prize, and the full value of the entire Challenge 

Prize (including the value of the travel portion) shall be reported to the IRS. The Winner 

may be responsible for additional federal or state taxes resulting from the claimed 

Challenge Prize, above and beyond those taxes withheld, reported, and paid on the 

Winner’s behalf by IGT to the appropriate agencies. 

6. If the Winner fails to arrive for his or her scheduled participation in the Challenge Event, 

the Winner forfeits the right to personally participate in the Challenge Event; however, 

IGT will appoint a proxy to participate in the Challenge Event, and all Challenge Cash 

Prizes won by the proxy shall be awarded to the Winner (less applicable tax 

withholdings). 



7. Proxies are not entitled to keep any winnings won on behalf of a Winner.   

8. Proxies may not make any binding decisions on behalf of a Winner, except as necessary 

to participate in the Challenge Event. 

9. If the Winner is traveling via air and fails to appear at the designated time and place of 

departure (excluding flight delays) and does not rebook the flight at their own expense, 

then the Winner shall not participate in the trip portion of the Challenge Prize (air travel, 

lodging and ground transfers), and shall not be compensated in any way for the value of 

the air travel. 

10. The Winner is solely responsible for the actions of the guest who accompanies them on 

the trip. If the guest is a minor the Winner must (A) be the parent or legal guardian of 

the guest or (B) present a notarized, written consent from the minor’s parent or legal 

guardian for the minor guest to accompany the Winner on the trip. 

11. The Winner’s guest may be admitted to the venue. The guest may sit with the Winner 

but will not be eligible to be a participant in the Challenge Event unless the guest has 

been appointed as the Winner’s proxy.   

12. Each Winner and guest are responsible for ensuring their respective compliance with 

the REAL ID Act, to the extent such Act is applicable to the Winner’s and guest’s air 

travel. 

ELIGIBILITY 

• Winners or their proxy(ies) must be at least eighteen (18) years of age or older and meet 

all Texas Lottery® game eligibility requirements to be eligible to participate in the 

Challenge Event or a promotional second-chance drawing. 

• Failure to comply with any of the official Challenge Event Rules, individual scratch ticket 

game rules, or any other statutes, rules, policies, or guidelines of the Texas Lottery 

Commission may result in a Winner’s disqualification at the TLC’s sole discretion. 

• The TLC and IGT reserve the right to verify eligibility of each Winner or proxy to 

participate in the Challenge Event and the Promotion. 

• Any disqualification of a Winner or proxy is within the sole discretion of the Texas 

Lottery. 

 

FULFILLMENT 

• IGT shall mail the total amount of Challenge Event Cash Prizes won by each Winner 

during the Challenge Event, in the form of a check, to each Winner within twenty-one 

(21) business days after the Winner’s departure from Austin; provided that the ten 

million dollar ($10,000,000) prize amount, if won, will require additional prize 

processing time, and therefore, delivery thereof may exceed twenty-one (21) business 

days. 

• IGT shall withhold from Challenge Event Cash Prizes the minimum required federal tax 

withholdings and shall deposit said withholdings with the IRS on behalf of each Winner 

in the appropriate manner. The Winners shall receive an IRS Tax Form W-2G from IGT or 

its agent. A Winner may be responsible for additional federal and any state taxes 



resulting from the Challenge Event Cash Prizes above and beyond those taxes withheld, 

reported, and paid on the Winner’s behalf by IGT to the appropriate agencies. 

• The TLC shall not be responsible for any federal or state taxes that may become due 

when a Winner files a tax return as required by law. 

• The TLC has the right to monitor the prize fulfillment process and contact IGT to discuss 

any reported problems with fulfillment and request solutions. IGT shall provide 

solutions in writing within ten (10) business days. 

• For each Challenge Prize Trip, the travel and hotel accommodations are valued at five 

thousand dollars ($5,000).   

• IGT will be responsible for issuing and remitting payment for the tax portion of the 

Challenge Prizes (cash prizes only) on behalf of each Winner to the appropriate 

authorities.   

 

 


